The Impact of CVS Health
in America
About 5 million Americans walk into a CVS Pharmacy for
prescriptions, health services and guidance every day,
making us the front door to health care in 10,000
communities across the country.

High-Quality & Affordable Care in the Community
At CVS Health, we recognize the importance of helping patients access the medicines and care they need and can afford without sacrificing quality.
We're delivering personalized tools and solutions that put patients at the center of their health care.
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Healthier & Safer Communities
Our approach to supporting the communities we serve ties directly to our purpose: Helping people on the path to better health. From helping to fight
the opioid crisis in communities across the U.S. to working to create the next tobacco-free generation, our more than $100 million in charitable giving
helps us create a healthier population.
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Economic Impact - Nationally and Locally
As one of the country's largest employers, we play an important role in providing jobs in 50 states, the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico. Our
employees have an impactful purpose on the communities and people they serve.
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